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 “Whoosh …” 

LAN Mengcheng immediately activated her bloodline power and communicated with the Blue Spirit Jade 

Butterfly. 

As expected, spiritual communication was ineffective against the Blue Spirit Jade Butterfly. However, as 

soon as the power of the LAN family’s bloodline was injected into it, a mysterious resonance 

immediately occurred. 

No wonder even someone as strong as the dark Demon Ape King was unable to solve the mystery. 

However, LAN Mengcheng could handle it easily. 

“Chi …” 

With a burst of mysterious resonance, the Blue Spirit Jade Butterfly shone with a brilliant light. 

Then, he injected an icy blue spiritual light into LAN Mengcheng’s body. 

Then, an icy blue butterfly pattern appeared on LAN mengchen’s delicate hand. 

The pattern was exquisite and lifelike, like a real ice-blue butterfly. It landed on the back of LAN 

Mengcheng’s hand. 

“What … What is going on?” 

Seeing this scene, everyone was confused. 

Even LAN bingyan had never seen anything like this. She was shocked and asked eagerly,”Mengchen! 

Hurry up! Hurry up and tell me! What happened?” 

 this is the inheritance imprint!  

LAN Mengcheng was also surprised. She composed herself and continued, ”  the ancestors of the LAN 

clan came to the great void universe before and obtained a great opportunity there. That was why they 

had the power to lead the LAN clan to Rise Up!  

“In other words, the earliest holy ancestor relic is actually in the great void universe! The sacred 

ancestor’s remains in the primeval mainland were actually built later! Among the blessings, they are far 

less powerful than the first sacred ancestor’s remains!” 

Everyone was shocked again. 

Especially LAN bingyan, she was so excited. 

“That’s great, that’s great! Mengchen! You have to find those ruins and obtain the sacred ancestor’s 

inheritance!” 
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“This way, you’ll definitely become the most powerful cultivator in the LAN family, just below the sacred 

sea!” LAN bingyan said excitedly. Our LAN family will definitely be able to reach a higher level! It has 

reached an unprecedented peak!” 

“This …” 

LAN pursed her lips and hesitated.   master, I’m not that ambitious. I just want to stay in bei Xuan faction 

and help Xiaobei with what I can … Why don’t you inherit this legacy …  

“Silly girl!” 

LAN bingyan frowned and said in a serious tone,”You’re still young. When you live for another thousand 

years, you’ll know that love is worthless! Only absolute power could allow one to stand proudly, to 

transcend everything, and to be free! Now that you’ve rejected our ancestor’s inheritance, you’ll 

definitely regret it in the future!” 

“No! I won’t regret it!” 

LAN walked to Chen’s side, held his arm and said firmly, ” “To me, love is the most important! If people 

are heartless, what’s the point of living?” 

 you …  LAN bingyan was stunned and speechless. 

After a few days of interaction, LAN bingyan had long discovered that LAN mengchen was very talented 

and was especially suitable to practice the LAN family’s Secret Arts. She could be said to be a super 

genius. 

LAN bingyan was a famous genius in the ancient times. 

However, LAN bingyan was not as talented as LAN mengchen. 

Because of this, LAN bingyan had high hopes for LAN mengchen. She was determined to train LAN 

mengchen to become the core of the LAN family, or even the most powerful person under the master of 

the family! 

It could be said that LAN bingyan had placed Great Expectations on LAN Mengcheng, but she didn’t 

expect that LAN Mengcheng’s ambition was not even here. 

Without a doubt, LAN bingyan was both angry and regretful. 

If killing Chen Xiaobei could change LAN Mengcheng’s mind, LAN bingyan, or even the entire LAN family, 

would do it at all costs. 

However … 

Judging from LAN Mengcheng’s attitude toward Chen Xiaobei, if LAN bingyan or the LAN family really 

killed Chen Xiaobei, LAN Mengcheng would most likely die for him. 

At that time, the LAN family would only gain nothing. 

Because of this, LAN bingyan and the LAN family could not force Chen Xiaobei. Instead, they could only 

beg Chen Xiaobei to put in a good word for them. 



“Childe Chen!” 

LAN bingyan said in a deep voice,”you should know how important the sacred ancestor’s inheritance is 

to mengchen!” She only listens to you. I hope you can persuade her!” 

“I understand.” 

“Mengchen, don’t get yourself into a dead end!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. Even if you’ve obtained the 

inheritance of the LAN family’s holy ancestor, you can still stay in bei Xuan faction! If you don’t want to 

return to the LAN family, no one can force you!” 

LAN bingyan almost spat out blood. 

She wanted Chen Xiaobei to persuade LAN Mengcheng to accept the inheritance and work for the LAN 

family. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had asked LAN Mengcheng to accept the legacy and stay in bei Xuan faction. 

This kid! He was simply too treacherous! 

He also wanted the legacy! I also want the person! If LAN Mengcheng agreed, the LAN family would 

suffer a double loss! The blood loss was extreme! 

If she wasn’t afraid of falling out with him, LAN bingyan would have scolded him already. 

She could only try her best not to say anything, but in her heart, she was already cursing Chen Xiaobei. 

“Good idea!” 

Lan’s eyes lit up and she smiled.   Xiaobei, you’re so thoughtful. Since that’s the case, I’ll go and accept 

the inheritance. Then, I’ll continue to stay in bei Xuan faction!  

“Pfft …” 

LAN bingyan was extremely depressed. If her physical body wasn’t destroyed, she would have vomited 

blood. 

What was a profiteer? Just look at Chen Xiaobei! 

LAN bingyan was filled with regret. Even if she could not persuade LAN Mengcheng, she should not have 

asked Chen Xiaobei for help. 

LAN bingyan didn’t know how to deal with the situation. 

After all, LAN Mengcheng lived on earth and had no sense of belonging to the LAN family in heaven. She 

did not even think of herself as a part of the LAN family in heaven. 

If the LAN family was too unyielding, it would only cause LAN Mengcheng to leave the LAN family even 

more, causing the LAN family to lose an unprecedented super genius. 

However, if the LAN family did not care and LAN Mengcheng stayed in bei Xuan faction, it would only 

benefit Chen Xiaobei. 

It was obvious that LAN bingyan was in a difficult situation. 



“LAN bingyan, I know what you are thinking.” 

Chen Xiaobei’s dark eyes glowed so brightly that it looked like it could pierce through LAN bingyan. 

“I might as well make things clear for you! If I’m not wrong, you’ll have to go through a huge test to 

obtain the inheritance of your LAN family’s ancestors! Only those with exceptional talent have a chance 

of passing!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” a normal descendant of the LAN family would never be able to obtain this 

inheritance! That’s why mengchen is your biggest hope! Think about it, other than mengchen, who else 

can do it? Can you do it?” 
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 “This …” 

LAN bingyan was stunned and speechless. 

Chen Xiaobei was right. 

Even if LAN bingyan wanted to go back on her word and not let LAN Mengcheng get the inheritance, she 

couldn’t think of anyone else. 

The LAN family’s bloodline was called the sacred sea bloodline, and it had reached the terrifying Nine 

Star divine level. 

However, this kind of bloodline was very special. One had to go to the LAN family’s sacred ancestor ruins 

and receive the sacred ancestor’s blessing before they could completely activate their bloodline ability 

and bloodline talent. 

This was similar to the heavenly demon’s blessing that Chen Xiaobei had once received. As long as he 

could pass the test, he would be able to obtain an opportunity. 

The more talented a person was, the better they performed in the test, and the greater the blessing 

they would receive. 

And LAN Mengcheng’s talent was excellent! 

Even LAN bingyan, an ancient genius, felt inferior! 

One could imagine that once LAN Mengcheng received the ancestor’s blessing, she would receive a huge 

opportunity, even more than all the opportunities that the LAN family had received in the past. 

LAN bingyan had no other choice. 

If he let other LAN family clansmen take the test, the benefits would be extremely small. Not only would 

they not be able to create a super expert, but they would also only waste a little of the energy of their 

ancestor’s inheritance. 

Only by sending LAN Mengcheng there would she have a chance to obtain the greatest opportunity and 

become the strongest person under the head of the LAN family! 
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“I really don’t know. What are you hesitating for?” 

 I’m not sure!  Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” even if I use my toes to think, I know that this 

inheritance will be accompanied by a dangerous test! You’re still hesitating about letting mengchen go? 

To be honest, I’m hesitating!” 

 this …  LAN bingyan’s expression became more complicated. 

“Why don’t we just forget about this matter?” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  our Mengcheng doesn’t want the inheritance anymore. You can find 

someone else to get the inheritance when you return to the LAN family!  

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei still felt bad for LAN Mengcheng. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei could rely on his own ability to protect his woman. 

Therefore, even if LAN Mengcheng did not receive the inheritance, she could still live a happy life. There 

was no need to take this risk, and in the end, the LAN family would bear a grudge. 

“No… I didn’t mean it that way …” 

LAN bingyan was not stupid. She knew that Chen Xiaobei was not joking. If she did not make a decision 

now and Chen Xiaobei told LAN Mengcheng to give up on the legacy, there would be no turning back for 

her. 

“Mengchen was the one who discovered this inheritance, which means that she’s fated with our 

ancestor! He is the best candidate for this inheritance!” 

LAN bingyan continued,”besides, no matter what, mengchen is still a descendant of the LAN family!” 

Even if she stays in bei Xuan faction, she won’t just sit back and watch when my LAN clan is in trouble!” 

Obviously, LAN bingyan was smart. In this dilemma, she had to choose one of the two, and she chose 

the most favorable one. 

Let LAN Mengcheng obtain the inheritance. 

With this inheritance, LAN Mengcheng had no choice but to admit that she was a member of the LAN 

family in heaven realm. 

In this way, if the LAN family encountered any mishaps or problems that they could not solve, LAN 

Mengcheng would have no reason to refuse. 

“Alright, since you’ve decided, I won’t object! I will personally accompany mengchen and help her 

obtain the inheritance!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged, agreeing to the deal. 

Obviously, LAN bingyan had her own plans, but Chen Xiaobei was not stupid. 

When the LAN family really needed help, the number one profiteer of the Three Realms would come 

online. 

The LAN family was under the chanism. Even if Chen Xiaobei did not cut a piece of their flesh, he would 

make them bleed! 



“Xiaobei …” 

At this time, LAN Mengcheng pouted her little mouth worriedly.  “Don’t you have something urgent to 

do? Where would you find the time to search for the Holy ancestor’s remains with us?” 

 don’t worry, ” Chen Xiaobei smiled gently.  what I’m going to do will probably take me across the entire 

great void universe. I’ll definitely pass by your holy ancestor’s remains on the way. There’s no conflict 

between the two things! The key is that I must ensure your safety! This place is too dangerous. I’ll 

definitely be worried if you act on your own!” 

 you’re so nice …  LAN Mengcheng felt warm in her heart. Her fair face was filled with happiness, and her 

smile was so sweet. 

“Of course!” 

 why don’t you tell me first? where is your ancestral legacy? ” Chen Xiaobei grinned. I’ll discuss the route 

with Qingcheng before we set off. That way, we won’t have to waste our time!” 

“According to the guidance of the legacy mark …” 

LAN Mengcheng raised her hand. The blue butterfly on the back of her hand gave her directions.   set off 

from here, nine hundred million miles to the East, there’s a place that’s completely covered by 

seawater. The ancestral ruins are there!  

“Ocean empire planet?” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed.  “I’m so lucky! My next destination will be Planet Ocean Empire!” 

“Really? That’s great!”  I was afraid of wasting your time, ” LAN said with a smile.  but since we’re going 

to the same place, we can do two things at the same time!  

“Go! Let’s set off now!” 

Chen Xiaobei gave six-eared macaque a look. 

Six-eared macaque immediately released his celestial core power and brought everyone with him to the 

ocean empire planet. 

On the way, Chen Xiaobei used the yin-yang life and death Ring to release some life force to help six-

eared macaque recover from his injuries and replenish the celestial core that he had used up. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also absorbed some life force to replenish the mental power that he had 

used up. 

Furthermore, along the way, the true Samadhi fire had been refining the huge amount of resources in 

the heaven and earth smelt. 

Before they reached the ocean empire planet, everything had been refined into spiritual aura. 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste a second. He channeled all the spiritual aura of heaven and earth into the 

dragon’s edge. 

The result was exactly as Chen Xiaobei had predicted. 



The demonic Dragon’s tribulation broke through several major realms and reached the peak of the four-

star heaven immortal realm. 

Chen Xiaobei now had another trump card. 

Although the Dragon’s edge was only a peak four-star sky immortal, when combined with the black 

Thunder of Nirvana and some of Chen Xiaobei’s own special abilities, it was more than enough to defeat 

a five-star sky immortal. 

In other words, in terms of combat power, Chen Xiaobei had already surpassed six-eared macaque. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei were to face an opponent like the dark Demon Ape King, he would at least be able 

to maintain a draw. 

The ocean empire planet was located at the intersection between the outer and middle layers of the 

great void universe. It was possible that an expert on the level of the dark Demon Ape King would 

appear there. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to be careless. He immediately injected 100 million low-grade 

spiritual Jade into the dragon’s edge. 

A Dharma Treasure of this level would require ten million lower spiritual jade pieces to activate its 

power once. One hundred million was just enough to use it ten times. 

Everything was in place. 

Planet Poseidon slowly appeared in everyone’s sight. 
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Planet Neptune. 

Located at the intersection of the outer and middle layers of the great void universe, it was an extremely 

special planet. 

This planet was filled with water, without any land. 

According to the six-eared macaque’s memories, this was the territory of the ocean Imperials. 

The demonic beasts of this race were docile and basically did not have any conflicts with the outside 

world. 

However, they were also extremely conservative. They didn’t leave the planet themselves, and at the 

same time, they refused to let any outsiders enter. 

“Chi …” 

Six-eared macaque brought everyone to the surface of Neptune’s water and said, ”  bro bei, we’re here. 

But, we still need to think of a way to get in!  

“Can’t we just barge in?” LAN bingyan frowned. 
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“Of course not!” 

“The Neptune race is very powerful,” six-eared macaque said.”The black nightmare Emperor of the great 

void is one minor realm higher than me! More importantly, there was a seven-star heaven immortal 

protective formation on this planet! If we force our way in, it’s likely that we’ll be in deep trouble!” 

“Since we can’t force our way in, then let’s find their people and have a chat.” LAN was calmer, and her 

suggestion was more reasonable. 

“Right! Negotiation is the best choice!” Six-eared macaque nodded, looked at Chen Xiaobei and said, ”  

however, we still have to see how bro bei will decide!  

Obviously, it was impossible to persuade the Poseidon family, which had been in seclusion all year 

round. 

If he wanted them to open their doors to welcome guests, he had to come up with a reason that was 

enough to convince them. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one in the group who had the ability to do so. 

“This is not easy …” 

 we don’t know what the Poseidon family likes. Even if we want to negotiate, we don’t know where to 

start!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Obviously, the best way to convince a stranger was to cater to his interests. 

However, if he didn’t even know the other party’s hobbies, how could he cater to his interests? 

“Wu … Wuwu …” 

Just as everyone was at their wits ‘end, a long and deep horn sound suddenly came from the distant sea. 

Everyone’s attention was immediately focused on it. 

A group of ocean Imperial Warriors in golden armor and holding golden sabers appeared on the surface 

of the sea! 

These Warriors had already taken on human forms, and their cultivation levels were all at the two-star 

heaven immortal realm or above. They were riding on a type of black seahorse, and their cultivation 

levels were also at the two-star heaven immortal realm! 

“What’s the matter? Have we been discovered? Are you going to be expelled?” LAN bingyan was 

nervous. 

After all, she was only a late-stage one-star heaven immortal, and even a seahorse was more powerful 

than her. She couldn’t help but be afraid. 

“No… I won’t!” 

 the ocean Empire is not a warmonger, ” six-eared macaque said, shaking his head.  they won’t attack as 

long as outsiders don’t come to the surface!  



“Then why did their Army appear? Are there other intruders?” LAN Mengcheng was smart and 

immediately realized the problem. 

 it’s the evil Dragon Flame!!!  

Chen Xiaobei saw a brawny man with red hair and a red beard at the back of the ocean Imperials 

soldiers. 

The brawny man was unconscious. He was one of the loyal dogs that had gone missing when the planet 

was destroyed, the wicked Dragon Flame. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Chen Xiaobei could not believe his eyes.  the planet was destroyed nine hundred million li away. How 

did the wicked Dragon Flame appear here? ” 

“This is normal!” 

 the impact of the planet’s explosion was terrifying, ” six-eared macaque explained.  it could have Torn 

Space apart, or triggered a cosmic storm!  

“In that case, not only will Heng Yongxu and the others appear 900 million miles away, they might even 

be thrown to the other end of the great void universe! Of course, that is if they are still alive …” 

It was obvious that Heng Yongxu and the others were very weak in the great void universe. 

Even some of the middle-ranking members of the ancient void tribe could easily kill them. 

Furthermore, they might be killed by the turbulence of space or the storm of the universe in the 

explosion. 

Under normal circumstances, their chances of survival could be said to be extremely low. 

For example, although the wicked Dragon Flame was only unconscious, according to the rules of the 

Neptune clan, intruders had to be killed physically, refined into primordial spirits, and thrown back into 

the depths of the universe. 

In other words, if Chen Xiaobei and the others had arrived any later, they would have had to collect the 

flaming Dragon’s body. 

“Everyone, please wait!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately flew over and blocked the way of the ocean imperial soldiers. 

“Who are you? Why are you stopping us?” 

The leader of the ocean imperial soldiers was riding on the back of the seahorse, looking down at Chen 

Xiaobei. 

The leader of the Warriors could sense a unique aura from Chen Xiaobei. 

The leader of the soldiers had a complicated expression on his face, but he was still polite to Chen 

Xiaobei. 



“Who I am is not important! What’s important is that the person you’re dragging behind you is my 

subordinate!” 

Chen Xiaobei pointed at the evil Dragon Fire and said, ”  you should know that he is not from the great 

void universe and doesn’t understand the rules here. As the saying goes, ignorance is not a crime. Please 

let him go!  

“Him?” 

The leader of the Warriors looked back at the wicked Dragon Fire and said coldly, ” “When he first 

invaded, our people tried to persuade him to leave, but not only did he not leave, but he also hurt 

people! Do you think we should let him go?” 

It was obvious that the evil Dragon Fire had a bad temper and often did things without thinking. 

Chen Xiaobei was not surprised at all. 

“He was indeed in the wrong!” 

“I’m willing to compensate for the people he hurt!” You can also punish him however you want, as long 

as you spare his dog life!” 

“No!” 

 no!  the leader of the Warriors shook his head immediately.  he has the blood of the dragon race in his 

body, so he has some relationship with us water race. If it hadn’t reached an unforgivable level, we 

wouldn’t have killed him!  

“He … What did he do?” Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. 

“He cut off an old man’s arm and injured the old man’s granddaughter! It’s an extremely serious burn, 

and it might even make the little girl lose her sight!” 

The leader of the Warriors gritted his teeth, and his killing intent was cold.  “If you are reasonable, you 

should know that no matter what you say, I will not let him go!” 

“F * ck! This animal!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out his Dragon’s edge and said, ” “It’s my fault for not being strict! Let this vicious dog 

harm others! You don’t need to do it, I’ll do it myself!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei rushed to the flaming Dragon. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei injected some life force into the evil Dragon Fire to wake it up. 

“Bro bei! You’ve come to save me! That’s great! Kill! Kill this group of bastards!” 

The evil Dragon Flame roared in excitement. 

“Shut your stinky mouth!” 



However, Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “Have you forgotten who you are? You’re just my dog! Just 

because you call me bro bei, you think you’re a human?” 

 North …  the wicked Dragon Flame was shocked. 

At that moment, the evil Dragon Fire could clearly feel a terrifying killing intent from Chen Xiaobei! 

He was like a god of death who had walked out of an ancient ice prison. With just a thought, he could 

freeze the evil Dragon Flame and kill it. 

“Woof!” 

Without waiting for the flaming Dragon to speak, Chen Xiaobei raised the knife in his hand and pierced 

through the flaming Dragon’s dantian! 
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 “Woof!” 

The demonic Dragon’s tribulation directly pierced through the evil Dragon Flame’s dantian. 

His physical body, dharma body, and nascent soul were instantly torn apart by the blade that was 

surrounded by Black Lightning. 

However, because Chen Xiaobei did not have any celestial core power, the primordial spirit of the evil 

Dragon Fire came out and tried to escape. 

However, there was no doubt that he could not escape. 

“Swish!” 

Six-eared macaque’s eyes were cold. Without hesitation, he used his celestial core power to destroy 

long xiehuo’s primordial spirit. 

Everyone was shocked. 

No one would have thought that Chen Xiaobei, who had just been pleading for the longxie flame, would 

be so decisive in killing it. He had completely destroyed the longxie flame, leaving no trace of life behind. 

Of course, LAN Mengcheng and six-eared macaque knew that this was the real Chen Xiaobei! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei did not agree with some of the heavenly axiom’s methods, punishing evil and 

promoting good was a bottom line that Chen Xiaobei had always adhered to. It had even become a part 

of Chen Xiaobei’s Dao heart. 

If the evil Dragon Flame had done something else, Chen Xiaobei might have spared its life. 

However, the evil Dragon was the one who made the mistake first. It even hurt the innocent old man 

and the girl. Chen Xiaobei would never forgive it. 

In the same way, even if Chen Xiaobei was not there, LAN Mengcheng and six-eared macaque would 

have made the same decision as Chen Xiaobei. 
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An evil person without a conscience was not even worthy to be Chen Xiaobei’s Lackey! 

[ you have eliminated the first generation Demon King. You have been rewarded with 1000000 merit 

points! ] 

[ your current merit points are 200060 billion and 80 million points (charm: 2000,600,008 million. Luck: 

20,006 trillion and 08 million! 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei had earned a lot of merit points after killing the evil Dragon Fire. 

If the six-eared macaque killed the wicked Dragon Fire at the end, it would get more merit points. 

From this, it could be seen that the evil Dragon Flame should have died long ago! 

At the same time, one could also see that as the core of the human realm, the great void universe 

shared the same nomological laws as the human realm. 

It was because of the merit law that Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque were able to obtain the Three 

Realms merit. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei could also connect to the Three Realms network, which meant that he 

could use the red envelope group in the great void universe. 

Of course, the great void universe was different from the human world in one aspect, and that was the 

boundary law of cultivation. 

In the mortal world, once a cultivator reached the half-step heaven immortal realm, he would 

immediately be rejected by the laws of the mortal world and trigger the lightning tribulation of the 

heaven realm. 

In the great void universe, mortals and heavenly gods could appear and would not be rejected by the 

laws of the world here. 

In other words, the closer he was to the core of the great void universe, the stronger the enemies he 

had to face, and the greater the dangers and obstacles. 

Planet Neptune was the best example. 

This was the intersection between the outer and middle layers of the great void universe. 

The ruler of this planet, the great void Black Flame Emperor, was a minor realm higher than the six-

eared macaque. His bloodline, demonic body, and special abilities were probably stronger than the great 

void earthwyrm. 

In addition, Neptune planet was protected by a seven-star heaven immortal magical formation. 

Compared to the enemies and obstacles they had encountered before, this place was obviously of a 

higher level. 

If they wanted to force their way in, Chen Xiaobei and the others had no chance of winning. 

He had to think of another way to get what Chen Xiaobei and LAN Mengcheng wanted. 



“Your Excellency puts righteousness before family, this one is extremely impressed!” 

Just as Chen Xiaobei and the others were at their wits ‘end, the leader of the ocean imperial soldiers 

came down from the back of the seahorse and greeted Chen Xiaobei politely. 

In fact, the leader of the Warriors had been very polite to Chen Xiaobei ever since they met. 

 you’re too polite. This matter was originally because I didn’t manage my subordinates well. I should be 

the one to apologize …  

Chen Xiaobei shook his head, his attitude humble. 

“Forget about the apology, it’s meaningless!” 

The leader of the Warriors could not help but sigh and said, ” “No matter how much you compensate, 

no matter how much you apologize, the injuries that the grandfather and grandson have suffered can 

not be recovered!” 

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly thought of a way to enter Neptune.  “I can treat them and make sure they 

recover!” 

That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan was to heal the old man and the girl who were severely injured by the evil Dragon 

Fire. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei and the others could enter planet Poseidon with a legitimate reason. At the 

same time, they could also make up for the long xiehuo’s mistake. It was killing two birds with one 

stone. 

“You can cure it?” 

The leader of the Warriors frowned and shook his head, ”  impossible … That old man has lost an arm. 

Unless he rebuilds his body, he can’t be cured!  

 the girl’s face and eyes have been burned. Our chief doctor has already taken a look at her and said that 

she can only recuperate. If we forcefully treat her, her eyes might completely burst and there will be no 

hope of recovery!  

At this point, the leader of the Warriors and the Warriors behind him all showed sympathy on their 

faces. If they could, they all wanted to help. 

However, there was nothing they could do about the injuries of the old man and the young man. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled when he saw this. 

From the looks of these soldiers, it was clear that although the Neptune family was powerful, their 

medical skills were not brilliant. 

This was exactly what Chen Xiaobei had planned. 



Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills could be put to good use now that the other party’s medical skills were 

bad. 

“Trust me! I can definitely cure them!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression was firm and confident. He looked reliable. 

“This …” 

The leader of the Warriors was stunned for a moment. He was already somewhat convinced, but he still 

kindly reminded, ” “I can feel your sincerity! However, Your Excellency’s people have just aroused public 

anger! At this time, if your Excellency were to enter our territory again, I’m afraid you’ll encounter great 

resistance, and your life might even be in danger!” 

It was clear that the leader of the soldiers was a man of integrity and had no intention of harming Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Because the evil Dragon Fire had just done something worse than a beast, the people of Neptune would 

certainly be boiling with resentment and hatred. 

If Chen Xiaobei went to the injured’s residence now, the people nearby would definitely curse him. 

There would even be some experts who abhorred evil and came to take revenge for the old and young. 

Once the situation went out of control, a life-and-death battle was inevitable. 

“Don’t worry! You can totally trust my medical skills!” 

 I’ve already killed the evil Dragon Fire!  Chen Xiaobei said.  as long as I can cure the old man and the 

young man, I believe the people and powerhouses of the ocean Imperials will not make things difficult 

for me!  

 that being said …  the leader of the Warriors sighed, ” “But if you can’t cure him, I’m afraid you won’t be 

able to leave this place alive!” 

“I can guarantee it with my life!” Chen Xiaobei said, ”  if you can’t cure me, you don’t have to do it. I’ll 

commit suicide to apologize!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3545: -arrival of the sea Emperor 

 “You … You’re really willing to use your life as a guarantee?” 

All the soldiers around them, including the leader, were staring at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

In their eyes, the old man and the girl’s injuries were almost impossible to heal. 

Chen Xiaobei’s rash decision might cost him his life. 

“It’s not just Xiaobei! I’m willing to use my life as a guarantee!” 

LAN Mengcheng stepped forward and stood beside Chen Xiaobei without hesitation or fear. 

“Mengchen! Don’t mess around …” 
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LAN bingyan panicked. She was afraid that Chen Xiaobei would make a promise on impulse and end up 

killing LAN Mengcheng. 

“I’m also willing to use my life as a guarantee!” 

However, before LAN bingyan could finish her sentence, six-eared macaque had already stepped out. 

Other people might not know about Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills, but LAN Mengcheng and six-eared 

macaque were very clear about it. 

LAN Mengcheng and six-eared macaque had absolute confidence in Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills. They 

had no doubt about it. 

 crazy … Are you all crazy? ” LAN bingyan could not understand why LAN Mengcheng and six-eared 

macaque would go crazy with Chen Xiaobei. Were they tired of living? 

“LAN bingyan, don’t you want to find the ancestral ruins?” Chen Xiaobei asked in a low voice. 

 well …  LAN bingyan was a little surprised and her expression became complicated. 

After a few seconds of hesitation, LAN bingyan had no choice but to say, ” “I’m also willing to use my life 

as a guarantee!” 

Obviously, LAN bingyan didn’t know how to enter Neptune other than this. 

If she didn’t go in, LAN bingyan would never be able to find the heritage Site left by the LAN family’s 

Saint ancestor. To her, her life was small, but the glory of her family was more important. 

Because of this, even though LAN bingyan did not trust Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills, she had no choice 

but to make this choice. 

“Alright …” 

Seeing this, the leader of the Warriors finally agreed, ” “Since you’re all willing to use your lives as a 

guarantee, I can bring you into the ocean Imperial City!” 

After a short pause, the leader of the Warriors changed the topic and said, ” “But I have to say this first, I 

can’t guarantee your safety! If the treatment is not successful, you will be responsible for the 

consequences!” 

“No problem!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and felt relieved. 

As long as they could enter Neptune, the operation would be half-successful. 

LAN Mengcheng and six-eared macaque smiled. They were very relaxed. 

LAN bingyan was the only one who was worried.”You little brat! If you harm us because of your poor 

medical skills, I won’t let you off even if I become a ghost!” 

…… 

Then, under the lead of the leader of the Warriors, they passed through a restrictive spell on the surface 

of the sea and headed directly to the ocean Imperial City, which was located at the bottom of the sea. 



With the water repellent bead, Chen Xiaobei could enter the water as if he was walking on flat ground. 

Six-eared macaque’s cultivation was high enough. He released his celestial core power and covered both 

himself and LAN mengchen, isolating them from the water and avoiding the pressure and resistance of 

the deep sea. At the same time, they could talk normally. 

LAN bingyan was left with only her primordial spirit. Like Chen Xiaobei, she was completely unaffected 

by the water. 

The ocean Imperial City was extremely huge, and the population of the city was probably around three 

hundred billion. 

The people were simple and had a gentle personality. The entire main city was peaceful and peaceful, 

like a paradise that stood aloof from worldly affairs. 

Of course, the arrival of Chen Xiaobei and his group had caused a stir in the city. 

However, with the leader of the Warriors leading the way, the people did not cause any trouble. At 

most, they just pointed around and discussed. No one dared to stop or cause trouble. 

Soon, the leader of the Warriors led Chen Xiaobei and the others to the injured old man and the girl’s 

house. 

Their house was built with some huge conches and decorated with coral and aquatic grass. It was 

originally very beautiful and exquisite. 

But at this moment, the door had been blown into pieces, and there were traces of fire true essence 

burning. 

Half of the house had already collapsed and was on the verge of collapse. It was impossible to continue 

living in it. 

As such, the injured elderly man and the girl were still recuperating in front of their home. 

At first, some kind people wanted to provide them with a place to stay. 

However, due to the severity of their injuries, the ocean Empire’s Medical Officer suggested that they 

should not be moved so easily to prevent their injuries from worsening. 

Especially that girl, a slight fluctuation could cause her eyes to collapse. 

So, they temporarily lay down on the side of the road, while the medical Officer was still busy at the 

side, trying to find a way to treat them. 

“Make way! Everyone, make way!” 

The leader of the Warriors split the crowd and led Chen Xiaobei and the others to the injured. 

Only then did Chen Xiaobei and the others see the condition of the injured. 

The old man’s right arm had been shattered by the fire quintessential essence, and his entire arm had 

been reduced to charred flesh and bones. 



That was why the leader of the Warriors said that he had to rebuild his body to be cured. 

In addition, the girl’s face was badly mangled. Her skin was torn and her eyes were turbid and severely 

bloodshot, looking extremely terrifying. 

No wonder the leader of the Warriors said that even the slightest accident could completely destroy this 

pair of eyes. 

Anyone with a discerning eye could tell that the injuries of this old man and young man were extremely 

difficult to treat. 

“It’s over … It’s over … It’s over …” 

LAN bingyan was extremely anxious. She was only worried that Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills were not 

good enough to cure her. 

But now, after seeing the injured person with her own eyes, LAN bingyan was certain that no matter 

how good Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills were, he could not possibly heal such an injury. 

First of all, it was extremely difficult to rebuild a body. Even if Chen Xiaobei had the ability, he would 

need to invest a lot of resources, time, and energy. To cure the old man, it would take at least half a 

year, or even a long time! 

Secondly, the girl’s eyes were basically useless! She was already on the verge of collapse. Not to 

mention healing her, even helping her maintain her current state was harder than ascending to heaven! 

No wonder none of the three Imperial physicians dared to touch the girl even though they were there. 

In the eyes of The Three Doctors, if they didn’t touch the girl, her eyes might still be able to maintain 

their current state. If they touched her, her eyes might immediately burst. 

He was panicking! 

LAN bingyan was completely flustered! 

This was an impossible task! He did not want to be buried with Chen Xiaobei! 

 Childe Chen …  

LAN bingyan lowered her voice and said,”Let’s find a chance and escape from Ocean Emperor City! If we 

waste our time here, we’ll die without a doubt!” 

“Escape? Where to?” 

At this moment, a cold voice came from nearby. 

Then, all the people, medical officers, soldiers, and the leader of the soldiers knelt on one knee and 

looked up at the sky with great devotion. 

It was obvious that their Poseidon had arrived! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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He followed everyone’s line of sight. 

He saw two black inky sea flood Dragons pulling a majestic Platinum chariot, speeding toward him. 

On the Platinum chariot, an Emperor in a black robe and a Black Crown stood proudly. His eyes were like 

the stars in the cold night, emitting a sharp light as if he could see through everyone with a single glance. 

That’s right! 

This person was the ruler of Neptune planet, the great void’s Black Flame Emperor! 

His cultivation level was higher than the six-eared macaque’s. Although he was still far away, his 

primordial spirit domain had already covered the area. 

Therefore, LAN bingyan thought she had lowered her voice, but in fact, every word she said was clearly 

heard by the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void. 

When LAN bingyan said the word ‘escape’, the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void 

immediately felt very displeased. 

Only people with a guilty conscience would want to escape! 

The Black Flame Emperor of the great void had arrived. If he let LAN bingyan and the others escape, 

where would he put his face? 

If not for the fear of harming the innocent people, the Emperor of the Black Flame would have killed 

LAN bingyan, Chen Xiaobei, and the others. 

“What’s going on?” 

The great void Black Flame Emperor arrived at the scene. He stood on his chariot and looked down at 

the people below him. 

The two dark sea flood Dragons that were pulling the carriage circled their bodies, their eyes wide open 

in anger, exuding an extremely terrifying deterrent force. 

“Your Majesty!” 

The leader of the Warriors quickly replied, ” there were intruders just now. They hurt our people!  It’s 

the young and old man lying on the ground!” 

“Did they do it?” The Black Flame Emperor glared at LAN bingyan and Chen Xiaobei, his eyes filled with 

murderous intent. 

“No! It wasn’t them!” 

The leader pointed at Chen and explained, ” “The invader is this young master’s subordinate! This young 

master abhorred evil and placed righteousness before family. He has already killed the invader!” 

“Oh? He killed them himself?” 

The Emperor of the Black Flame looked at Chen Xiaobei and said coldly, ” “Since you’ve already killed 

the invader, why did you come to my Ocean Emperor City?” 



At that moment, LAN Mengcheng and LAN bingyan were both shocked by the killing intent of the Black 

Flame Emperor. They were so nervous that they were almost suffocating. 

The six-eared macaque was still calm, but his state of mind was still affected. After all, he would not be a 

match for the Emperor of the black nightmare if the battle started. 

Chen Xiaobei was the calmest of them all. He replied calmly, ” “The servant made a mistake, and I was at 

fault for not being strict with my discipline! Therefore, I’m here to help this old man and this young man 

heal their injuries!” 

“Treat? Just you?” 

The Black Flame Emperor of the great void frowned slightly and said unhappily, ”  you mean, the Grand 

Medical Officer of the ocean Empire, who has been practicing medicine for tens of thousands of years, 

can’t compare to a young boy like you? ” 

The three medical officers stopped what they were doing and looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

The three of them were clearly not happy that Chen Xiaobei looked down on them. This was not just a 

provocation, it was an insult. 

“Forgive me for being blunt, but the Neptune family has shut themselves away from the world. I’m 

afraid they have long forgotten that there is always someone better!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not back down and said, ” “These three doctors might be the most skilled in medicine 

in the ocean Empire! But, to be blunt, there are many people in the Three Realms who are more skilled 

than them!” 

“You little brat! You actually dare to look down on us!” 

“We admit that our medical skills are not the best in the Three Realms, but we are definitely a hundred 

and eight thousand times better than you!” What right do you have to criticize us?” 

“Don’t speak too early! Otherwise, you’ll be slapped in the face!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  I have made an agreement with the leader of the Warriors. I am 

willing to use the lives of four of us to guarantee that if I can not cure this old man and this young man, 

we will use our dead lives as compensation!  

“Four lives in exchange for two lives?” The great void Black Flame Emperor’s expression darkened 

slightly. He said in a deep voice, ” “It looks like you’re really very, very confident!” 

“Of course!” 

Chen Xiaobei was calm, but he said in a domineering manner, ” “As a doctor, if I don’t even have a heart 

for myself, how can I make my patients have confidence in me?” 

“Ha, that’s a nice way of saying it! But if you’re so confident, why did you run away?” 

The gaze of the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void turned serious, and his killing intent 

became increasingly heavy.”If I’m not wrong, you’re using the excuse of treating the wounded to invade 

my ocean Imperial City. You’re going to carry out some unspeakable actions!” 



 No… It’s not like that …  LAN bingyan was panicking. She had never thought that her words would cause 

such a huge misunderstanding. 

But then again, Chen Xiaobei and his people did have another purpose in entering Ocean Emperor City 

other than to save people. 

If these goals were to be negotiated and he took the initiative to say them, the worst result would be a 

failure of negotiations. 

But now, the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void had directly seen through the mystery. 

Everyone instantly lost the opportunity to negotiate and became liars with unfathomable motives! 

Even if he used his toes to think, he knew that the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void would 

definitely not let this matter rest! 

Even ordinary intruders would be killed, so the liar who harmed the Neptune family would definitely die 

a terrible death! 

At this point, even six-eared macaque and LAN Mengcheng started to worry. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills were extraordinary, if the Emperor of the Black Flame decided 

that they were all liars and did not even give them a chance to treat him, then this matter would be a 

dead end! 

There wasn’t even the slightest chance of breaking out of this situation! 

“Whoosh …” 

Indeed, what they were most worried about had happened! 

The Black Flame Emperor of the great void condensed a ball of dark celestial core power on his hand. It 

was as if thousands of Dragons were swimming within it, exuding a power that was beyond one’s 

imagination. 

The six-eared macaque wouldn’t be able to withstand the power of the attack. 

Even if he used the demonic Dragon’s edge to fight the Black Flame Emperor to a draw, there was still a 

seven-star heaven immortal level formation here. 

Once the battle started, Chen Xiaobei’s side would lose without a doubt. 

“Shit …” 

Even Chen Xiaobei could not help but frown when he saw this. 

He had all the medical skills he had, but he did not have the chance to use them. If he were to die like 

this, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to rest in peace. 

“Your Majesty …” 

However, at this moment of life and death, the heavily injured girl slowly opened her mouth and 

pleaded in an extremely weak voice, ”  Your Majesty … I want to try … Perhaps this young master can 

really cure me …  



“Little girl! Stop talking! Be careful of your injuries worsening!” The three medical officers tried to 

persuade him,”your eyes can’t be cured!” Don’t believe this kid’s nonsense!” 

“No…” 

The girl’s voice was weak but firm.”I’ll try … There might be a chance, but if I don’t try … It’ll really be 

impossible to cure …” 

“Alright!” 

Without waiting for the three medical officers to say anything, the Emperor of the Black Flame of the 

great void directly slammed the table and said, ” “I’ll let this kid try!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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3547 Take a closer look 

It was obvious that this little girl was the biggest victim. She was the most pitiful and pitiful, so her 

request was the most convincing. 

The Emperor of the Black Flame was a reasonable person. He immediately retracted his celestial core 

power and gave Chen Xiaobei a chance. 

This turn of events did not seem to be anything special. 

But in fact, this had a lot to do with Chen Xiaobei’s luck and charm. 

His luck had turned things around, and his charm had made it easier for the little girl to trust Chen 

Xiaobei. 

As long as he could use his medical skills, Chen Xiaobei would not disappoint them. 

“Get out of the way!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over to the three medical officers and said, ” “Open your eyes wide and look 

carefully! I will let you know that you are three frogs in a well!” 

 you … You’re too arrogant!  

The three medical officers were flustered and exasperated. They even began to curse,”We’ll open our 

eyes wide and see how you, little brat, will treat him! If you can’t be cured, we’ll definitely ask His 

Majesty to make you wish you were dead!” 

“Shut up! It’s more important to save people!” The Black Flame Emperor of the great void berated 

coldly. 

The three medical officers immediately shut their mouths, not daring to say another word. 

Of course, in their hearts, they were still cursing Chen Xiaobei. They were even waiting to see Chen 

Xiaobei make a fool of himself. They were hoping that Chen Xiaobei’s treatment would fail and he would 

be sentenced to death by the Emperor of black flames. 
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“Can … Can he really do it …” 

At the same time, LAN bingyan was still worried. 

“Don’t worry, master! Xiao bei will definitely be able to handle it!” 

LAN smiled and said with confidence, ” “Not only can that little sister’s eyes be cured, but her face can 

also be restored to its original state!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  LAN bingyan couldn’t believe it. 

“Bro bei! Everything is possible!” Six-eared macaque grinned and relaxed. 

Then, everyone’s eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

Even the Emperor of Black Flame’s eyes were wide open, staring at Chen Xiaobei. 

“” Merit record “!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not move his hands but activated the merit points ledger in his mind. 

The laws of the great void universe were the same as those of the human world, and the ‘merit record’ 

could be activated. This was much more convenient than the Hong Meng Demon Realm. 

“Exchange, two one star heaven immortal healing medicinal pills, one Jade face pill!” 

Chen Xiaobei made the decision. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills, he could definitely cure the old and the young. However, it would 

take a long time to do so. If he used the elixir, he could save a lot of time and even cure them on the 

spot! 

[ ding! Merit points reward, exchange successful. 330 million points deducted! ] 

[ your current merit points are 20005975000000 (charm: 2000,5.975 billion, luck: 2000,5975 billion! 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out a healing elixir and fed it to the little girl. 

As the little girl’s physical strength was only at the nine-star earth-god level, the effects of the immortal 

pill were extremely obvious. 

The medicine took effect immediately. The injuries on the little girl’s face and eyes healed at a speed 

that was almost visible to the naked eye. 

Of course, after the wounds on his face healed, it was inevitable that there would be scars. 

Chen Xiaobei then fed the little girl a one-star heavenly immortal-grade Beauty Pill. 

This level was much more powerful than the Jade face pill that Chen Xiaobei had made himself! 

As soon as the little girl took the celestial grade Jade face pill, the scars on her face quickly faded, and 

her skin returned to its smooth and white color! 



“Heavens! I’ve really been cured! I’m not dreaming, right?” 

The little girl recovered quickly and had already stood up. 

She raised her small hands and constantly touched her cheeks. Her skin, which had been burnt and 

mangled, was now smooth and moist, even more perfect than before she was injured! 

At the same time, her eyes constantly scanned her surroundings. Her originally blurry vision was now 

exceptionally clear, and her eyes looked as if they had never been injured. 

Finally, her eyes fell on Chen Xiaobei. Her big, watery eyes were filled with the most sincere gratitude. 

“Young master! Thank you! The help you’ve given me is almost equivalent to giving me a new life! I 

really don’t know how to thank you.” 

The little girl was so excited that her face was full of admiration for Chen Xiaobei. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this scene, everyone in the surroundings revealed an extremely surprised expression. 

Neptune was in a state of seclusion, and the ordinary people had never seen such a magical elixir. 

All eyes were on Chen Xiaobei, and they were filled with respect. It was as if they were looking at a 

mighty figure. None of the ocean Imperials dared to look down on Chen Xiaobei. 

“This young master is indeed extraordinary! It was a wise choice for us to bring him here!” The leader of 

the Warriors and the surrounding Warriors all felt the light on their faces as they held their heads high 

and puffed out their chests. 

They were the ones who had brought Chen Xiaobei into the ocean Emperor City. If Chen Xiaobei failed, 

they would be the ones to blame. 

But now that Chen Xiaobei had succeeded, they would have a share of the credit for curing the injured. 

“This … This is too awesome …” 

LAN bingyan could not believe Chen Xiaobei’s words and was worried that he would drag her down with 

him. 

But now, the truth was right in front of her eyes. All of LAN bingyan’s suspicions had been dispelled. She 

felt so embarrassed that she couldn’t even raise her head. 

Of course, this fact also made LAN bingyan re-aware of Chen Xiaobei’s hidden strength. 

Compared to Chen Xiaobei, LAN bingyan felt weak. 

“Hmph! What’s so amazing about it!” 

However, at this moment, the three medical officers were not convinced and said, ” “Didn’t you want to 

show off your medical skills? What kind of skill was taking out two medicinal pills? Relying on other 

people’s pills to act cool, do you have any shame?” 

Clearly, they were not happy with Chen Xiaobei! 



Even though Chen Xiaobei had already cured her, they were still picking on her. They would never 

accept Chen Xiaobei’s help! 

“Alright, it’s fine as long as you can cure him. It doesn’t matter what method you use! There’s still an old 

man who hasn’t been cured yet, don’t add to the trouble!” 

At this moment, the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void expressed his attitude with a solemn 

tone. 

It was obvious that the Emperor of black flames did not trust Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills. But as long as 

Chen Xiaobei could use the pills to save people, it was a good thing. 

That was why the Emperor of the Black Flame of great void made his stand clear, so that the three 

medical officers would not continue to disturb Chen Xiaobei. 

But Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “Heh, you just want to see my medical skills, don’t you? Open your 

eyes wide and look carefully!” 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the body of the evil Dragon Flame. 

“Swish!” 

Then, under everyone’s confused gaze, Chen Xiaobei took out the demonic Dragon’s edge and cut off 

the right arm of the evil Dragon! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 “What is he doing? Could it be that he wants to attach the severed arm of the corpse to the injured old 

man?” 

“Isn’t this nonsense? The corpse belonged to the Scarlet Heaven Dragon Tribe and the injured elder was 

from the catfish tribe! If the two bloodlines can’t merge, it’s impossible for the arm transplant to 

succeed!” 

“Not only will it fail, if the bloodline rejects it, it might even threaten the old man’s life!” 

All of a sudden, the three medical officers began to clamor. 

He had to admit that they had medical skills. 

However, their medical skills were so weak in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills came from a few Super Chinese medical doctors in the Three Realms red 

envelope group. They were the top Chinese medical doctors when they were alive. After they died, they 

continued to study the Three Realms ‘Medical Arts in the land for thousands of years. Their medical 

skills had already reached the peak! 

Chen Xiaobei had once successfully transplanted the legs of a demonic beast onto a human using the 

medical skills he had learned from them. 
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At this moment, he could naturally transplant the arm of the evil Dragon Flame into the old man’s body. 

 Childe Zhufeng … Does he really know medicine? ” 

LAN bingyan felt that The Three Doctors ‘argument made sense. 

In her eyes, even though Chen Xiaobei had a magical pill, his Foundation was still unfathomable. 

However, a technical task like an arm transplant could not be done by relying on one’s background. It 

could only be done with real medical skills. 

LAN bingyan couldn’t help but worry. If it was an arm transplant from the same species, it would be fine. 

However, the old man and the evil Dragon Flame were two different races. 

In the words of the three medical officers, this was simply impossible. 

Chen Xiaobei had to bite the bullet. 

If there were any accidents, all their previous efforts would be in vain! 

“This young master!” 

At this moment, even the great void’s Emperor of the Black Flame kindly reminded him, ” “If you can 

cure that girl, I believe you’re not a bad person! But that was a different matter! If your mistake causes 

harm to another person, you will still have to pay the price!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “My companions and I are all under your control! I’m stupid enough to 

use four lives to harm a stranger!” 

“Since that’s the case, then I’ll have to trouble young master!” 

The Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void’s tone became much calmer. He said seriously, ” “As 

long as you can cure this old man, I am willing to apologize to young master for the misunderstanding 

just now. I will also host a banquet in the palace as a formal thank you!” 

It was obvious that the people of the Poseidon family were simple and honest, and they were 

inseparable from their Emperor. 

The Emperor of black flames was very reasonable. He could tell right from wrong. He was even willing to 

apologize to Chen Xiaobei for the sake of the ordinary people and treat Chen Xiaobei as a guest of 

honor. 

The vast majority of Emperor-level rulers could not be like him! 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and turned his Qi into needles. 

He first inserted thirty-six needles in a row to seal some of the old man’s acupuncture points so that it 

could stop the pain and bleeding. 

“Swish!” 



Then, Chen Xiaobei gathered his celestial core power and turned it into a scalpel-like blade. He started 

to cut the old man’s unhealable flesh and bones. 

 thirty-six heaven stabilizing divine needles!?  

The three medical officers couldn’t help but scream when they saw this. 

“I’m not dreaming, right? Such a profound acupuncture technique had long been lost! How could a mere 

youth know how to use it?” 

“Did we see wrong?” 

“No! I definitely didn’t see wrongly! Cutting flesh and scraping bones is excruciatingly painful, but that 

old man was completely unaware of it. Only the thirty-six heavenquelling divine needles could have such 

an obvious pain relief effect!” 

“Yup! It also had amazing bleeding control effects! It can prevent the wounded from bleeding to the 

greatest extent!” 

The three medical officers had a whole new level of respect for Chen Xiaobei. 

The three of them looked at Chen Xiaobei. Their disdainful and unhappy gazes were instantly replaced 

by shock and even respect. 

Chen Xiaobei’s acupuncture skills alone were enough to make the three medical officers feel ashamed. 

For a moment, the old faces of these three guys had already turned red. Under the gazes of the 

surrounding people, the three of them were extremely embarrassed, wishing they could find a hole to 

hide in. 

Then … 

Chen Xiaobei began the arm transplant. 

Through a very special method, Chen Xiaobei had connected the two bones, tendons, and tendons of 

different races. 

With the addition of some unique secret techniques, the two bloodlines were able to merge together. 

In this way, not only would the old man get a new arm, but he would also be integrated with the dragon 

clan’s bloodline. His physique would even be stronger than before. His cultivation might even soar and 

he would become a powerful figure. 

This was no longer a simple treatment. It was even giving the old man a huge opportunity, as if he had 

been reborn. 

The transplant was completed, but Chen Xiaobei did not close up the wound. Instead, he gave the old 

man the second healing elixir that he had just exchanged. 

The old man had a one-star heaven immortal level body, so his healing speed was slower than the little 

girl’s. 



However, the old man’s injuries were concentrated, so after the medicinal power was concentrated, the 

recovery speed immediately accelerated. 

The wound healed quickly, and the gaps between the bones and tendons were quickly blocked by the 

new cells. 

After a few minutes, the old man stood up. 

His right arm had become the evil Dragon Flame’s arm, which made the old man a little uncomfortable. 

But soon, he could move freely as if it was his own arm. 

“This is amazing … Young master! You’re really a God! A living Bodhisattva who saves people from 

suffering! Please accept this old man’s bow!” 

The old man’s voice trembled as he knelt down in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

“Young master! Please accept my daughter’s bow!” 

Seeing her grandfather kneel, the girl immediately followed suit. 

“You two, quickly get up! It’s also my fault that you guys were unlucky. Curing you guys is what I should 

do!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly helped the old man and the young man up. 

 amazing … Childe Zhufeng is amazing … Too amazing …  LAN bingyan was dumbfounded. She kept 

repeating the same words. 

“Young master! We were wrong!” 

At the same time, the three medical officers ran to Chen Xiaobei and bowed respectfully.  “It’s US who 

are ignorant and ignorant! Young master, your medical skills are thousands of times better than ours! 

We’re convinced! I’m sincerely convinced!” 

Seeing this, six-eared macaque and LAN Mengcheng smiled. They were calm because they had expected 

this. 

“Young master!” 

Finally, the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void alighted from the chariot and flew to Chen 

Xiaobei. He bowed and said with utmost sincerity, ”  I mistook you for scammers just now. I’m here to 

apologize to young master!  

“It’s fine!” Chen Xiaobei waved his hand. He did not mind. 

After all, this was the fault of the evil Dragon Fire. It was already very rare for the Emperor of the Black 

Flame of the great void to apologize. 

“Young master! Please get in the car!” 

The great void Black Flame Emperor waved his hand and said, ” “From this moment on, you are an 

honored guest of Neptune!” 
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3549 There are no ruins 

“Since you’ve invited me so sincerely, I’ll accept your invitation!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not stand on ceremony. Under the envious gazes of countless people, he stepped onto 

the war chariot of the Emperor of the black nightmare. 

In the eyes of Neptune’s clan, this was a Supreme honor. 

This meant that from this moment on, Chen Xiaobei would have the same status as the Emperor of the 

Black Flame of the great void in the Emperor return city. Offending Chen Xiaobei was the same as 

offending the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void, and the entire ocean Imperials. 

After that, LAN Mengcheng, six-eared macaque, and LAN bingyan got into other cars. Under the gaze of 

countless people, they headed to the black Phoenix Palace in the core of the ocean Imperial City. 

The palace was extremely huge, but it was not luxurious. It was in line with the personality of the 

Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void. 

The Black Flame Emperor of Taixu had wanted to host a state banquet to welcome Chen Xiaobei and the 

others. 

However, Chen Xiaobei rejected his kind offer and had a private meeting in the living room. 

“Since Childe Zhufeng is in a hurry, I won’t beat around the bush!” 

The great void Black Flame Emperor went straight to the point and said,”The reason why I’ve invited you 

into the palace is actually because I hope that you can stay on Neptune planet as an honored guest and 

teach medical skills to doctors! This way, we can also benefit more people!” 

It was obvious that Neptune was in seclusion, and their medical skills were rather backward. 

To a country, this was undoubtedly a huge flaw! 

That was why the Emperor of the Black Flame of great void desperately needed Chen Xiaobei’s help. As 

long as he could benefit the people, he could make the entire Empire stronger. 

“I definitely don’t have the time to impart my medical skills!” 

“But, if you guys don’t mind, I can leave a few medical books for you to learn from!” They aren’t useless 

people, they can definitely learn it if they spend some effort!” 

“Good! Thank you very much, young master!” 

The Black Flame Emperor of the great void was so happy that he even stood up and bowed to Chen 

Xiaobei in gratitude. He said sincerely, ” “I don’t deserve a reward! Since young master is willing to give 

me the medical book, I should also give you something in return! Young master, if you have anything 

you want, just tell me and I will definitely agree!” 
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Chen Xiaobei knew the personality of the Emperor of the Black Flame, so he said, ”  it’s like this. I’ve 

actually come to Neptune to look for a Pearl and a ruin!  

 Pearl!?  The Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void instantly became nervous.”Young master, 

you’re not talking about the bead that tore the void and brought endless disasters to our clan, are you?” 

“We should be talking about the same bead!”  I don’t know!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” but, to be sure, you 

should tell me about the disaster that the orb brought to you guys.  

“As you can see, our planet Neptune is currently in a state of isolation!” 

“However, it’s not because we’re unwilling to make contact with the outside world. It’s because the 

Pearl doesn’t allow us to leave!” The great void’s Black Flame Emperor said. 

 the Pearl seems to have sealed off a space. We, the Poseidon family, can only leave the sea for a 

thousand meters. We can’t take one more step!  

 at the same time, the Pearl seems to be extremely repulsed by outsiders. Once an outsider approaches, 

the Pearl will send down an extremely terrifying God-grade lightning tribulation!  

 back then, many of the ancient void tribe members had a close relationship with our tribe. Trade, 

official visits, and exchanges between the people were all very frequent! 

 however, ever since the Pearl appeared, the Thunder World has descended several times. Not only 

have we suffered heavy casualties, but large areas of our city have also been destroyed. All the foreign 

races in ocean Imperial City have also died here!  

 therefore, we have no choice but to refuse the entry of foreign races to Neptune. This is not only to 

protect ourselves, but also to protect others!  

The Black Flame Emperor’s face was filled with helplessness when he heard this. 

Obviously, as a wise Emperor, he did not want to isolate himself from the country. However, the 

existence of the Pearl forced him to do so. 

“Spatial lock! Divine level Thunder World! If I’m not wrong, this should be a simulation of the spatial 

laws of the human world!” 

 I’m pretty sure that the orb you’re talking about is the orb I’m looking for!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

It was obvious that the great void Black Flame Emperor’s description was very similar to the situation in 

the human world. 

The entire human realm was like planet Neptune, sealed off by a huge space ring. Humans could not 

freely go to heaven or earth, so they could only stay within the boundaries of the human realm. 

At the same time, once living beings from the earth realm and heaven realm entered the human realm, 

they would be rejected by the human realm and trigger the nine heaven Thunder tribulation. They 

would either leave the human realm or die under the Thunder tribulation. There was no third choice. 

From this, it could be seen that the Pearl that the black nightmare Emperor of the great void mentioned 

should contain a mark of the spatial laws of the human realm. 



“Why is young master looking for that Pearl?” 

The great void’s Black Flame Emperor frowned and said, ” you are not a member of our ocean imperial 

clan. Once you get close to the Pearl, you will trigger the lightning tribulation. Not only will you die 

without a doubt, but my ocean Imperial City will also be in trouble!  

“Don’t worry!” 

 I have a way to get that bead!  Chen Xiaobei said confidently.  I’ll help you get rid of all future problems. 

You won’t have to shut yourself up anymore!  

 how … How is this possible?!  The Black Flame Emperor of the great void could not believe it. 

“Trust me! I won’t let you down!” Chen Xiaobei was very confident, exuding a domineering aura that 

seemed to be in control of the whole situation. 

 this …  the Emperor of the Black Flame was initially very hesitant, but Chen Xiaobei’s aura and his 

mysteriously high charm had moved the Emperor of the Black Flame. 

“Alright! I’m willing to believe you!” “What do you plan to do?” the great void Black Flame Emperor 

asked in a deep voice. 

 it’s very simple. You just need to bring me there and leave the rest to me!  Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei was led by the Emperor of the Black Flame to the forbidden area of the ocean Emperor 

City. 

Sure enough, a Golden Pearl was floating there. From the terrifying spiritual fluctuations, it had already 

reached the nine-star divine level. 

It was the orb that Chen Xiaobei was looking for! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei released song Qincheng from the Meru space. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei burned his mental power to create a spatial cage to trap the orb. 

This way, the Pearl would not be able to sense Chen Xiaobei and song Qincheng’s presence, and the 

lightning would not strike. 

“Chi …” 

After song Qincheng used the laws of the human Sovereign to communicate, the words ” divine farmer ” 

appeared on the Pearl. 

This meant that the Pearl had already acknowledged song Qincheng and would no longer activate the 

Thunder tribulation’s special ability to repel outsiders. 

“I’ve obtained the Shennong treasure Pearl! We are one step closer to victory!” 



The Emperor of the Black Flame of Taixu looked on in shock as Chen Xiaobei kept the Shennong’s Pearl 

and said, ” “I’ll be taking this Pearl with me! Next, I’m going to look for another ruin!” 

“What ruins?” 

“There are no special ruins on our planet Neptune …” The great void Black Flame Emperor said 

doubtfully. 
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there are no remains!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes widened. LAN Mengcheng’s senses could not be wrong. 

Could it be that the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void was lying on purpose? 

No! He wouldn’t! 

The Shennong treasure Pearl was something that the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void could 

not control, forcing the ocean Imperial tribe to go into seclusion and lock up their country. 

It was definitely a good thing that Chen Xiaobei had taken the orb away. The Emperor of the Black Flame 

was in a good mood and he even wanted to thank Chen Xiaobei. 

That was why the Emperor of the Black Flame had no reason to lie to Chen Xiaobei. 

 how about this? send someone to invite my friends over. I’ll ask them again.  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“No problem!” The great void Black Flame Emperor immediately did as he was told. 

“Qingcheng, continue to comprehend the location of the fifth orb! I still have other things to do!” Chen 

Xiaobei explained. 

Song Qincheng nodded and began to comprehend the laws of Human Sovereign. 

Very quickly. 

LAN Mengcheng, LAN bingyan, and six-eared macaque all came to the scene. 

Before Chen Xiaobei could ask, LAN Mengcheng said excitedly, ” “I can clearly sense that the sacred 

ancestor’s remains are nearby!” 

“What sacred ancestor’s remains?” “How come I didn’t know of such an existence?” the great void Black 

Flame Emperor asked in confusion. 

“Right here!” 

LAN ran over and stood at the spot where the Shennong orb had been floating. 

 there is nothing there …  LAN bingyan and six-eared macaque were confused. 

“Since you said there are ruins, why can’t we see them?” 
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“You can try to open the remains. I will allow you to do so!” The great void’s Black Flame Emperor said in 

a deep voice. 

 this …  LAN Mengcheng was a little stunned and helplessly said, ” “Actually, I don’t know how to open 

the ruins …” 

“Clear Jade divine light!” 

Just as LAN Mengcheng was at her wits ‘end, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward. 

A green light appeared between his eyebrows. It looked like Yang Jian had opened his third divine eye. 

Then, he looked at where Lan mengchen was standing and immediately found the mystery. 

It turned out that there was an extremely fine spatial crack in that position. 

The hesitation was more subtle than a strand of hair. Therefore, although the aura of the sacred 

ancestor’s remains could be emitted, it was very difficult to detect with the naked eye. 

“Mengchen!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and pointed at the dimensional crack.   use your bloodline power and inject it 

in here!  

 there’s … There’s nothing here …  LAN Mengcheng was confused, but she trusted Chen.”Good! I’ll listen 

to you!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, LAN Mengcheng activated the power of her Holy Sea bloodline and released it from Chen 

Xiaobei’s finger. 

No one understood what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

However, the next scene cleared up everyone’s doubts. 

All of LAN Mengcheng’s bloodline power was sucked into the spatial Rift. 

The spatial crack that was originally finer than a strand of hair was slowly being torn open. It was 

completely reflected in everyone’s eyes. 

“Why would there be a spatial Rift there?” The great void Black Flame Emperor was extremely shocked. 

“If nothing unexpected happens, my LAN family’s sacred ancestor remains are hidden behind this 

crack!” LAN bingyan was extremely excited. 

“Bro bei is the best!” Six-eared macaque pouted, his face full of anticipation. 

“Xiaobei! It’s all thanks to you!” LAN Mengcheng smiled. Her beautiful face bloomed with brilliance. 

“Focus! These ruins are definitely not simple!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright!” 

LAN Mengcheng calmed herself down and did not dare to be careless. 



Whoosh … Whoosh … 

As the spatial crack expanded, a deep blue space gate appeared. 

“What a terrifying spiritual property!” 

The gaze of the Emperor of the Black Flame of the great void turned serious as he said in a deep voice, ” 

“There’s a powerful seal on this space gate. I’m afraid it’s no lower than a nine-star heaven immortal! 

Even I don’t dare to barge in!” 

“This is the sacred sea restriction of my LAN family!” “Only the descendants of the LAN family can 

enter!” LAN bingyan said excitedly. If an outsider barged in, they would die without a doubt! That’s 

great! This is great!” 

“Only the LAN family’s descendants can enter?” Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “I’m not at ease 

letting mengchen go in alone!” 

“I can’t help it if you’re worried!” 

 the inhibition formation is not only set at the door, but the whole ruin is covered by it. Even if you hide 

in the space portal and go through the space door, you will still die when you come out of the space 

portal!  LAN bingyan said. 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was a little taken aback.”Mengchen, if you really can’t do it, then don’t go in! I just 

want you to be happy and safe for the rest of your life. I don’t need you to become strong!” 

LAN Mengcheng was touched by his words. 

But it was because of this that she made her own decision: “No! I must go in! I don’t want to live in bei 

Xuan faction’s greenhouse for the rest of my life. I want to become stronger and do something for you!” 

 but I’m afraid there’s great danger inside!  Chen Xiaobei was very worried. 

“I won’t!” 

“This is a ruin set up by the LAN family’s ancestors, and only the descendants of the LAN family can 

enter!” LAN Mengcheng said. As the saying goes, even a vicious Tiger would not eat its Cubs! Even if I 

can’t pass the sacred ancestor’s test and obtain all the inheritances, I won’t die in there!” 

Chen Xiaobei hesitated for a moment and finally nodded.  “What you said makes sense! If you’ve 

decided, then try it!” 

“I’ve decided!”  ” if you and sister Qingcheng have something to do, then go and do it. I’ll come and find 

you after I’m done here!  LAN Mengcheng said. 

“Good! Be careful! I’ll be waiting for you!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

“Don’t worry!” LAN smiled and stepped into the space gate. 

“Mengchen! This time, it’s all up to you!” LAN bingyan didn’t have a physical body, so she couldn’t use 

her bloodline power. 



“The Dark Flame Emperor! I want a communication talisman!” “I’ll have to trouble you to keep an eye 

on mengchen!” Chen Xiaobei said. If there’s anything, let me know immediately. I’ll rush over as soon as 

possible!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

The Emperor of black flames took out a communication Jade token and handed it to Chen Xiaobei.  “I 

owe you a huge favor. I will definitely do this well for you!” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the Jade card and left Neptune with six-eared macaque and song Qincheng. 

LAN bingyan stayed behind to wait for LAN Mengcheng’s good news. 

…… 

According to song Qincheng’s understanding, the location of the fifth Pearl was the thousand-eyed star, 

which was in the middle level of the great void universe. 

The six-eared macaque’s memories were not clear about the situation. He only knew that the middle 

layer of the great void universe was much more terrifying than the outer layer! 


